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Abstract
For today’s growing cities, underground transport facilities are more
important than ever. When, e.g. in the case of an accident or a fire,
authorities need to react quickly to avert damage from passengers and
infrastructures, automatic fire detection can provide the necessary time
advantage. In this field, employing existing fiber-optic communication
cables for temperature surveillance shows great potential. This paper
presents first results of a study using distributed temperature sensing
for monitoring subway tunnels. It could be shown that existing fiberoptic cables can survey air temperature with very high accuracy which
significantly reduces installation costs for new systems. Moreover,
short-time increases in air temperature (such as those appearing in the
case of a fire) were clearly noticeable with relatively short response
times. Even if it has not yet been tested during a real subway fire, this
approach could prove to be very advantageous.
Keywords: distributed temperature sensing, Raman-OFDR, automatic
fire detection, underground transport facilities
Introduction
In recent years, automatic fire detection has become more important,
especially in underground transport facilities. New temperature sensing
techniques, like the Raman Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry
(Raman-OFDR) [1, 2], enable the measurement of spatially and
temporally resolved temperature data along fiber-optic cables. This
technique is used within the research project “Optimierung der
Rauchableitung und Personenführung in U-Bahnhöfen: Experimente
und Simulationen“ (ORPHEUS) [3], funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF). The main original goal of
the working group Cave & Subway Climate of the Department of

Geography in this project is to derive the air flow in terms of velocity and
direction by linear temperature sensing inside the tunnels.
Subway systems already have a wide network of optical fiber cables
installed, so it is a promising idea to use those for temperature sensing.
Besides the project research goal the obtained temperature data can
also be used for fire detection.
Temperature Sensing Method
The techniques used in this study are based on the method of
distributed temperature sensing (DTS). DTS systems are based on the
fact that an optical fiber can function as a linear sensor as well as a
transmission medium. Thus, DTS devices are an interesting alternative
to multiplexed point measurements since one fiber-optic cable can
replace thousands of single sensors and therefore reduce the costs for
installation, maintenance and readout while simplifying the whole
process of data acquisition [4].
DTS devices can measure temperatures of the surrounding
environment along the full length of the sensor up to several tens of
kilometers range. Physical effects change the scattering of light in the
fiber in a way that allows a highly accurate determination of the location
and size of external effects like changes of air temperature [5].
The Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) is characterized
by both a high sensitivity and a large dynamic measurement range.
First OFDR systems used Rayleigh scattering for sensitive
measurement of fiber attenuation. The techniques used in this study
use OFDR measurements of Raman scattering for temperature
monitoring. OFDR devices operate lasers in a quasi-continuous wave
mode and use narrow-band heterodyne detection of backscattered
photons. This results in a wear-free laser operation and in high signal
amplitudes of the measured signals [5, 6].
The LIOS controller employed in this study uses a three-channel design
with an additional reference channel besides the two channels for
measuring the Raman Stokes and anti-Stokes bands [7].
Measurements
Inside the Berlin subway system, a Raman-OFDR-DTS system
measured temperature profiles along a 1-km and a 2-km tunnel route
including two subway stations using a dedicated fiber-optic sensor
cable with two optical fibers connected to the OFDR controller device.
In addition, four fibers of a pre-existing communication cable with up
to 144 fibers (see Fig. 1) were also used for temperature sensing.
Channel 2 (new sensor cable) and Channel 3 (pre-installed
communication cable) connected the subway stations Osloer Straße
(Olu) and Residenzstraße (RE), crossing the station Franz-NeumannPlatz (FN), while Channel 1 (new sensor cable) and Channel 5

(pre-installed communication cable) head south to the station
Pankstraße (Pk).
Several stand-alone temperature loggers were also installed along the
cable to validate the temperature data (see Fig. 2). The optic fiber links
are patched at every station, which leads to extra losses. This
introduces higher demands for the temperature calibration on each
segment. Temperature data was logged at the beginning, termination
and patch link of the cables.

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the used sensor cables: Left: new sensor
cable Right: pre-installed communication cable.

Fig. 2. Set up of measurements (top) and recorded daily mean
temperatures by new sensor cables (middle) and pre-installed
communication cables (bottom) between June 2016 and
February 2017.

Results: Specific sensor cable vs existing communication cable
Figure 2 also shows the temperatures from June 2016 to February
2017. At a glance, great similarities between the new sensor cable and
the pre-installed communication cable become apparent. Cold spots are
clearly associated with the emergency exits and gratings. Channel 1
and 6 show a relatively cool tunnel section at about 650 m and 700 m,
which is related to the river Panke flowing above. Between 150 m and
250 m a warm section is observed in Channel 2 and 3, which is exactly
the location of siding tracks, where trains park during off-peak and
cause additional heat transfer. Inside the station, the cable tray is
located underneath the platforms (cooler areas) and inside utility rooms
(warmer areas). Although the data range does not cover a full year,
shifted annual variations could be observed. The temperature maximum
was recorded in October while the minimum occurs in March. This
shifting effect is due to the depth of the tunnels.
A high correlation is observed between the control data loggers and the
optic fiber readings (see Fig. 3). The patched fiber link causes an extra
noise loss and therefore the temperature signals are smeared. This,
however, can be corrected by using the temperature values recorded by
the PT 100 sensors at the beginning, links, and termination.
Temperature values measured by the new specific optic cable
correspond fairly well to those measured by the existing fibers. If the
correlation between stand-alone logger and cable measurements is
taken into account, the offset differences between dedicated new
sensor cable and the pre-installed communication cable nearly
disappear. Both cables show very high correlations compared to the
stand-alone loggers with an R² higher than 0.96. [8]
Short time temperature response of the fiber optic cable
Unfortunately, we were not allowed to carry out a real fire experiment in
order to proof the usability of pre-installed communication cables as an
automatic fire detector. Therefore, we have to take an event which the
temperature increases temporarily inside the tunnels. The best we
could use was the parking of trains due to the beginning of the off-peak.
At around the cable position 150 - 250 m (Ch. 2 and Ch. 3) a subway
train parks on a siding track close to the cable tray each working day at
around 18:20h CET (see Fig. 2). A closer look at these times shows a
relatively quick response, even if the observed temperature rise stables
after 30 minutes at 3 K only (see Fig. 4). During the continuous longtime measurements, several settings were applied for the distributed
sensing method. If a short sample rate is used, the signal noise will be
significantly higher. Nevertheless, an increase in temperature of 4 K in
approximately 5 min could be observed with the new sensor cable.

Fig: 3. Comparison of measured temperatures by new sensor cable
(left) and pre-installed communication cable (right) with standalone control temperature loggers at the same position (top),
and their correlations (bottom).

Fig. 4: Short time response of temperature changes due to the parking
of a train close to the tunnel walls with different sample rates.
The blue lines represent the observed values on the same date
(6th Sep. 2016). The spatial resolution was set to 5 m.

Using our standard settings of a sample rate of 4.5 min showed an
increase of 2.5 K between two readings, while with the pre-installed
communication cables this time is doubled (see Fig. 4), but it can be
assumed the shorter sample rates would lead to a faster response.
Conclusion
The comparison between a new-sensor cable and a pre-installed
communication cable show fairly good correlations. So in general preinstalled cables can be used for temperature sensing. Due to the fact
that we could not conduct a real fire experiment inside the tunnel we do
not have records for the behavior of the pre-installed communication
cable, or if it would fit regulations for automatic fire detection like the
DIN EN 54 [9]. On the other hand, we have only used the heat release
of a parking train, which is significantly lower than the heat release of a
real fire, and could already detect a very evident rise in temperature in a
relatively short time.
If real fire experiments could show that pre-installed communication
cables can be successfully used as automatic fire detection systems
according to the regulations, a few Raman-OFDR-DTS devices would
be sufficient to cover whole subway systems. Especially for older
subway systems in which the installation of automatic fire detection
systems is extremely cost-intensive using pre-installed cables for
temperature sensing can be very advantageous. Even if this sensing
method does not match the requirements for automatic fire detection,
developing fires could be remarked and therefore extinguished early,
which might reduce the costs for damaged infrastructures.
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